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Frees jammed/sticky door bolts and stops squeaky noise from 
doors and window hinges

Removes moisture, loosens rust from tube and bulb sockets

Cleans and lubricates locks

For smooth running of curtains rings

For smooth operation of exhaust fans

Loosens sticky plastic zippers of suitcases

Frees sticky metal drawers

Keeps bicycle chains of kids and sprockets moving smoothly

Loosens corrosion on sliding windows

Removes sticker labels

Cleans and restores smooth operation of folding furniture

Keeps golf clubs and sports equipment in good shape

Lubricates and protects air guns

Removes crayon marks on walls

Cleans cooking gas burners for uniform flow of LPG while 
cooking (please switch off gas before cleaning and wait for 
half an hour before restarting)

Caution: Inflammable - keep away from fire.
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Cleans battery cables and terminals

Displaces moisture from delco, ignition

 systems and electronic parts

Opens jammed wheel and nuts

Cleans corrosion on engines

Lubricates door hinges

Lubricates rear shock absorbers

Provides excellent lubrication for front struts

Ball joints can be effectively lubricated

Removes dirt from brake cables

Removes adhesive labels and bumper stickers

Cleans mudguard & lubricates motorbike chains

Caution: Inflammable - keep away from fire.

The Instant 

Rust-Fighter
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ITW India Limited, Plot No. 34 to 37, Phase-2, IDA, APIIC Pashammylaram, Medak Dist. - 502 307(35 km from Hyderabad), A.P. India. 
Telephone: +91-8455-224700, 01, 03, 04, 06, 07, 08.  Facsimile: +91-8455-224705. Website: www.itwchemin.com

Speciality Chemicals, Lubricants and Equipment Manufacturers

Other World Leading Products from ITW Chemin

Automotive After Market Solutions

Complete Automotive Maintenance

Marking System, Staining Colours 
and Steel Blue Layout Liquids

Contact Cleaner

Adhesive & Sealant Solutions

Maintenance, Repair, Overhaul Solutions

Metal-filled Epoxies 
and Urethanes

R

Lubricants, Cleaners, 
Degreasers

Automotive Solutions

Precision Chucks and Solutions

Rust Preventive Chemicals Microlubrication Systems

Eliminate Rust. Improve Profits.

MET-L-
Metal Working Fluids

Cut Machining Costs. Power Profits.

MET-L-CCCOOO LLL
Workholding Devices

High-performance 
Industrial Grease

Epoxy Foundation Systems And Repair Compounds



Product Applications

Conventional mechanical maintenance

4 
of  material, time and labour

4 Rusted parts are hammered, resulting in 
downtime

4 Immersion in solvents for long periods to 
degrease caked components may harm the 
metal

4 Stuck mechanisms are released by use of 
force, a time consuming activity

TMThe Rustlick  631 solution:
TM4 For rusted joints: Spray Rustlick  631 liberally 

over the rusted joints. Leave for 3-5 min and 
open the joint.

TM4 For caked grease: Spray Rustlick  631 
liberally  over the caked, greasy portion. 
Grease dissolves in minutes, without harming 
the metal.

TM4 For jammed mechanisms: Spray Rustlick 631 
liberally over the jammed piece. Allow 2-4 min 
for penetration and the joint comes free easily.

4 Antispatter for welding solutions.

TMBenefits of the Rustlick  631 solution:

4 Quick action saves labour and downtime

4 Saves cost by eliminating wastage of material 
and consumables

4 Convenient to use even for intricate parts

TMRustlick  631 for electrical maintenance:

4 To clean and lubricate relays, switches, 
potentiometers

4 To restore electrical properties of damp 
alternator windings

4 To clean, lubricate control valves and protect 
them from moisture induced arcing

4 To clean, lubricate and protect circuit breakers 

Rusted joints are gas out, leading to wastage 

from corrosion

4 To protect fuses from moisture entry and 
lubricate for easy removal

4 To protect panel boards from moisture entry

4 To clean, lubricate and protect junction box 
meters, microphones, ignitions, rheostats, etc.

4 To clean carbon deposits and loosen rust from 
transformers

TM
Benefits of the Rustlick  631 solution:

4 Saves cost by reducing energy consumption and 
consumables usage

4 Reduces downtime

4 Restores electrical properties and enhances the 
life of the part

4 Non-inflammable propellant: addresses the issue 
of LPG

4 More material per can: lasts longer

4 Spray anyway ‘Inverta’ valve: Rustlick can be 
used in any direction, even upside-down

4 More user-friendly

4 No wastage

TMRustlick  631 for component protection

4 To prevent rusting of machined components/ 
castings etc., during dispatch

4 To prevent rusting of tools, gauges etc., in the 
QC department

4 To prevent electrical panels from corrosion in 
process plants

4 To prevent rusting of dies, jigs etc., during 
storage

TM
Rustlick  631 is a new-age solution to an age-old problem. It fights rust thereby ensuring 

that your equipment and components stay perfect and function smoothly. It is a solution 
TMthat works in minutes, negating costly maintenance downtime. Rustlick  631 has both 

domestic and industrial applications and is widely recognized for crafting value-added 

products and innovative customer solutions.

Product Benefits

TM Rustlick 631 removes rust from bolts, 

knobs, hinges, bearings, castors, printers 

and other moving parts. Also effective 

with caked battery terminals as it easily 

dissolves dirt, grime and caked grease.

It lubricates operating controls and 

linkages such as sprockets, chains, 

pulleys and cams.

TM Rustlick 631 finds application as a 

multi-purpose maintenance fluid in diverse 

industries such as automobile, process 

plants, aviation, shipping, textile mills, 
TMprinting presses, etc. Rustlick  631 can 

also be used for electrical maintenance. It 

drives moisture from motors, spark plugs, 

cables, metals and battery terminals. As 
TMan effective insulator, Rustlick  

631prevents moisture. induced short 

circuits in motors.

Loosens: 

Lubricates: 

Maintains: 

Conventional solutions to rust related problems

Rust prevention using thick oil-based products demands 

degreasing of components with special cleaners prior to 

any further operation

High precision materials are usually Wrapped in rust 

preventive sheets. This affects tolerances and hampers 

product performance

Protection with greases or petroleum jelly (e.g. battery 

terminals) is messy and does not offer long-term 

protection
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TMRustlick  631, the new instant rust-buster offers

 

 Ultra-thin layer, so no degreasing

 High surface coverage, hence economical

 Precision tolerances unaffected due to ultra thin film

 Easy, non-messy application
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Long-term rust prevention

Duration of component 
protection

Technical 
Specifications

Duration of protection of component after 
TMapplication of Rustlick  631 depends on the 

type of material and usage conditions.

Appearance:

Clear or slightly cloudy Amber liquid

Odour: 

Pleasant odour

Specific gravity: 

0.80+0.02

Viscosity: 
02.0+0.3 CST @ 100 F

Flash Point (Product): 
040 C  min

Dielectric Strength:

20 kv min

Film Thickness:

2-3 microns

Product Features

Superior wetability:

TMRustlick  631 has low surface tension and 
is wetter than water. It spreads completely 
over the surface and permeates into every 
part including microscopic irregularities.

Moisture repellant:

TMRustlick  631 leaves an ultra thin wet film 
of 2-3 microns thickness over the surface. 
This film repels moisture and forms a 
protective layer.

High dielectric strength:

TMRustlick  631 has a dielectric strength of 
over 20 kv. The film formed over the 
surface provides insulation.

TMNeutral: Rustlick  631 does not react 
with any metal.

Available in 133 ml (100 gms), 370 ml (260 gms) and 540 ml CO  (434 gms)  Aerosol cans    2  

Salt spray test:

Passes 48 hrs as per ASTM B 117

Water displacement test:

Passes as per IS 1154

Shelf life :

2 Years
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